1. We shall denote by x = (xi, • • • , x") and £ = (£i, • • • , £n) the points of the ra-dimensional real Euclidean space jRn. We put r= \x\ = (#i + ■ ■ ■ +x")112 and similarly p= | £|.
The well known kernels of Marcel Riesz [9, p. 16; 10, pp. 45-48] are defined by (1) Ra =-> Tr"'22T(a/2) r"~a except for the singular valuesa= -2v anda = n + 2v (v=0, 1, 2, • • • )• By analytic continuation one is led to define R-2r= (-A)"5, where A is the Laplace operator and 5 Dirac's delta. For the other exceptional values we have Na is a vector valued kernel and is given for a ^ -l-2v,a^n
For a^n -1 this follows taking the gradient of (1), while for a = n -1 we must take the gradient of (2) The kernels (6) satisfy the composition formula
where the convolution of the two vector valued distributions must be taken in the sense of scalar products [10, p. 30 ]. Indeed we have Na*Nft = VRa+i*VRfi+i=ARa+fi+2= -R_2*Ra+l)+2 = -Ra+i>. Alternately (9) can be deduced from
Formula (9) contains several important and well-known particular cases:
(a) a=fi = 0; then we have the Hilbert-Riesz kernel Jt+1)
and (9) yields N0*No= -8. This reciprocity formula, due essentially to Marcel Riesz, was proved first in [6] and was used in [2, p. 299] and in [3, Formula (19), p. 907]. Actually it can be shown (using for instance the convexity theorem of Marcinkiewicz [12] ) that/->K*f is a continuous map from Lp into Lq and T-*K*T is a continuous map1 from £>£" into £>£«, with l/q = l/p -a/n. For k(a) = l this is Sobolev's theorem [ll, p. 37], for a = 0 that of Calderon and Zygmund [2] . It seems from the brief indications given in [4] that Cotlar is preparing a paper on these questions.
